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Abstract
Background – In Western societies there is a winter peak in mortality, largely accounted for by respiratory and cardiovascular deaths. In view of the known seasonal variation in vitamin D, and of the postulated link between tuberculosis and vitamin D deficiency, a study was undertaken to examine whether the presentation of tuberculosis had the same seasonal rhythm as other pulmonary infections.

Methods – Using cosinor analysis the presence or absence of seasonality was determined for 57 313 tuberculosis notifications for England and Wales. OPCS data in four weekly notifications over a 10 year period (1983–92) were examined as two quinquential sets (1983–7 and 1988–92). These were compared with two groups of acute respiratory illness: 138 992 notifications to OPCS of pneumonia deaths for 1988–92 and all admissions to Scottish hospitals with respiratory disease (252 163 cases) during 1980–4.

Results – Analysis of notifications of tuberculosis revealed a summer peak with an amplitude of 10%. This pattern differs markedly from other respiratory disorders in which a winter peak and summer trough is observed.

Conclusions – The unusual seasonality of tuberculosis is currently unexplained. One possibility is that low post-winter trough levels of vitamin D (which are known to affect macrophage function and cell mediated immunity) might result in impaired cellular immunity leading, after a latent period, to reactivation of dormant mycobacterial infection.
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In Western societies there is a winter peak in total mortality, this rhythm being much influenced by cardiovascular and respiratory deaths which account for 60% of the total. A similar seasonal pattern is also seen in morbidity as measured by emergency hospital admissions for cardiovascular and respiratory disorders, with a winter peak sometimes of a very high amplitude. Seasonal peaks occur six months later in the Southern hemisphere, during the antipodean winter, confirming an environmental influence on these rhythms. Since most tuberculosis in the UK is pulmonary, this study examined whether presentation of tuberculosis had the same seasonal rhythm as other pulmonary infections.

Methods
TUBERCULOSIS
Tuberculosis is a statutorily notifiable disease in the UK and these data are published in four weekly sets in the annual OPCS publication Communicable Disease Statistics from the Communicable Disease Surveillance Centre of the Public Health Service. The data (57 313 notifications) for a 10 year period (1983–92) were examined as two quinquential sets, 1983–7 and 1988–92; 78% of the cases of tuberculosis were pulmonary.

OTHER RESPIRATORY DISEASES
For comparison with acute respiratory illness, data from two other groups were examined: (1) deaths from pneumonia (ICD 480–486) for 1988–92 (138 992 notifications) obtained in the same format from OPCS statistics with cases secondary to influenza being excluded; and (2) all 252 163 admissions to Scottish hospitals (1980–4) with respiratory disease (ICD 460–519) obtained from the Information Statistics Division, Scottish Health Services in calendar months and adjusted for the number of days in each month.

Analysis of Data
The statistical method used to determine the presence or absence of seasonality and the statistical significance of this variation was cosinor analysis. This fits a sinusoidal curve. The monthly regression analysis gives the multiple correlation coefficient (R), its statistical significance (p), and the angular position in the year where the fitted sinusoidal regression line has its highest value. The extent of the seasonal fluctuation (amplitude, A) is measured as the percentage above the mean for the month of highest value (acrophase or peak).

Results
Over 10 years tuberculosis notifications showed a significant seasonality, having a summer peak with an amplitude of approximately 10% (fig 1). Notifications for “pneumonia” deaths, on the other hand, had a winter peak with an amplitude which was four times greater. Admissions for all respiratory diseases had a winter peak with an amplitude of 14.3%.

Discussion
In the UK and other westernised societies the major causes of morbidity and mortality are “cardiovascular” and “respiratory” diseases, both of which have winter peaks. The extent of
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Seasonal change is greatest for "respiratory" disease (amplitude 35.7%), and about twice that seen for "cardiovascular" diseases (amplitude 15.4%) which, in turn, exceeds that for "all other diseases" (amplitude 13.6%). In UK hospitals medical beds are under pressure in winter because patients stay in hospital longer and there are more cardiorespiratory admissions.

As yet there is no explanation for the winter seasonality of most disease and death, but with six month phase shifting the findings are the same in the Southern hemisphere so environmental factors must play a part. The specific contribution of a variety of climatic and meteorological seasonal changes including the effects of temperature, relative humidity, wind, barometric pressure, radiation spectrum of sunlight, and photoperiod is uncertain. In addition, seasonal changes in atmospheric composition or specific infections may contribute to altered respiratory pathophysiology.

In this context, our new finding that there is a summer peak for tuberculosis appears paradoxical. The data on tuberculosis represent notifications and not the date of diagnosis or onset of illness (often difficult to determine in this chronic infection). It is therefore likely that the summer peak in tuberculosis reflects disease processes which occur some months earlier. The amplitude of seasonal variation is too great to be explained by monthly variations in the number of cases detected among newly arrived immigrants. In the pre-antibiotic era, seasonal changes in the weight of patients with tuberculosis were reported, with lowest weight gains in winter and maximum weight gains in summer months. This suggests enhanced disease activity during the winter period.

Most cases of adult tuberculosis are thought to be due to reactivation. In most of the cases not associated with HIV infection or immunosuppressive therapy the mechanism of reactivation and development of overt tuberculosis is not well understood, but it has been ascribed to poor nutrition and socioeconomic status. In view of the role of cell mediated immunity in tuberculosis, it is interesting to note that there is a circannual variation in lymphocyte subsets. In healthy individuals followed over seven years there were no significant seasonal changes in the total number of white cells or total lymphocyte counts, but the absolute number of CD4+ T lymphocytes was lowest in summer when the CD8+ T lymphocytes were highest. Seasonal changes in the absolute numbers and ratios of T helper and suppressor cells could possibly alter cell mediated immunity, which is crucial to the host response controlling infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. However, the factors that regulate the seasonal changes in T cell subset numbers or function remain unknown.

A link between tuberculosis and vitamin D deficiency has been postulated; indeed, sunlight exposure (phototherapy) and fish liver oils (rich in the vitamin D precursor ergocalciferol) were sometimes used to treat tuberculosis before the advent of antimicrobial drug treatment. It is now recognised that the principal source of vitamin D is ultraviolet radiation from sunlight, and that plasma concentrations of vitamin D have a striking seasonal variation with peak levels after the summer and lowest
levels in the spring. A recent case-control study in south London of Asians from the Indian subcontinent (who are at greatly increased risk of tuberculosis compared with the indigenous UK population) has shown a significant trend of increasing risk of tuberculosis with decreasing frequency of meat or fish consumption. Vitamin D deficiency is much more common among vegetarian Asians and is known to have effects on immunological function in animals. It was suggested that vitamin D deficiency may be the factor in a vegetarian diet that is responsible for reduced immunocompetence with impaired cell mediated immunity and subsequent reactivation of tuberculosis in immigrant Asians.

Taken together these findings suggest one possible explanation for the paradoxical reversed seasonality of tuberculosis in the UK. Seasonal changes in vitamin D, with post-winter trough levels, may sufficiently impair macrophage function and cell mediated immunity in some persistor status individuals to result in reactivation of dormant mycobacteria. Delays in developing clinically symptomatic disease, diagnosis, and notification could account for the summer peaks in reported incidence. This suggestion is speculative, but comparison of the seasonal patterns of tuberculosis in indigenous white subjects, vegetarian and non-vegetarian Asians in the UK would be of interest.
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